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Emil Brunner (left) and Karl Barth (right).

Natur, Gnade, und "Nein!"
Karl Barth and Emil Brunner:
Swiss Theologians in Conflict
by Samuel J. Youngs*
S wiss Reformation theology, somewhat ironically, takes its
most unifying and significant direction from a Frenchman , Jean Calvin. In 1541, "John" Calvin brought his unique form of leadership
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and theology to Geneva.' The monumental nature of Calvin's theological career forever left its impress and guaranteed a perennial home
for "Reformed theology" in Switzerland. Idiosyncratically, Reformed
theology does not refer to some universal, systematic "theology of the
Reformation" (Reformation theology, far from being universal, could
be quite conflictual and polymorphous 2) but rather to specific and dominant tropes of most Reformation Christian thought, perhaps best summarized by the solae of the Lutherans: Sola Fidei (Faith Alone), Sola
Gratia (Grace Alone), Solus Christus (Christ Alone), Soli Deo Gloria
(Glory to God Alone). 3 If we wanted to distill this theological trajectory
in one sentence, it could read something like: God's gracious act of salvation comes to us solely by Christ and our faith in him, and for these
gracious gifts,4 to God alone belongs the glory.
This is an exclusionary theology; it is a theology of non-compromise. Without any glance to the right or to the left, it thunderously declares that it is God, and God alone, who gives direction, who is the truth
of life and all eternity, and who has acted in history (mainly through
Christ) to bring humanity to a place of salvation. For John Calvin and
many other Reformed thinkers, God is the sole determiner of salvation
and truth: "[In Calvin] God's gifts do not amount to a salary for services
rendered, but are pure graciousness on God's part. As a consequence it
makes for greater adoration of God and a more thorough self-abandonment to divine Providence, without any forethought or afterthought 01
merits or rewards." 5 This theological legacy is one of absolute and radi1 The likes of Zwingli and Bullinger had of course spearheaded the Reformation
in Switzerland, but Calvin's historical legacy, as well as his theological significance , far
eclipses these two figures. See Bruce Gordon, The Swiss Reformation (Manchester, UK :
Manchester University Press , 2002), esp. pp. 147-190. Cf. also Alister McGrath , Christian Theology: An Introduction (Oxford University Press, 2011 ed.), pp . 47-48.
2 For an excellent recent study, see Brad S. Gregory, The Unintended Reformation :
How a Religious Revolution Secularized Society (Harvard University Press, 2012), esp .
Chapters 2 and 4 .
3 Sola Scriptura , the treatment of scripture as the major authoritative source for
faith and practice, is also often numbered with the solae. These , and related Reformation
principles , were most clearly and famously set out in The Augsburg Confession (see, e.g.,
Article IV).
4 For Reformed theology, both Christ and the faith required to have saving knowledge of Christ are both, equally, gifts from God (without any human origination) .
5 George H . Tavard , The Starting Point of Calvin 's Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing, 2000), pp. 185-186. In this vein, there is no divide (continued on next page)
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cal dependence on the divine , with extreme suspicion toward any hint
of reliance on human power, faculties, or institutions.
In the 20 th century that legacy endured in the vast theological movement inaugurated by Karl Barth (1886-1968), who is often hailed as the
era's greatest Protestant mind .6 Dubbed variously as neo-orthodoxy, dialectical theology, or theology of crisis, Barth's thought dominated the
theological scene of Europe and North America in the period surrounding
the World Wars, with significant force continuing up to the present day.
Barth was a powerful thinker, and that power was nowhere more forcefully displayed than in theological combat, where he set out to dismantle
those perspectives which he thought dangerous to a proper perspective
on the sovereign grace of God. Above all, Barth was determined to sniff
out and assail any vestige of modernist liberalism in theology. This is
one of the principal reasons why Barth's theological orbit is referred to
as neo-orthodoxy, for between the Reformation and his own day, particularly during the post-Enlightenment era, Barth perceived the orthodoxy of
Christianity's past to have been eclipsed by that great enemy of Reformed
thought: the augmentation of human reason and the diminishing of God's
saving revelation. 7 Above all , Barth had no patience for so-called "natural
theology," a subdivision of Christian thought that constructed its theological axioms without reference to the Bible, basing its insights solely on
human reason, experience, and knowledge of the world. 8 Barth found such
reliance on humanity's own capabilities to be dangerous in the extreme.

between the thought of John Calvin and Martin Luther. There are many penetrating studies available, among them the now-classic Philip S. Watson , Let God Be God! An Interpretation of the Theology of Martin Luther (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1947). ln many
ways, the Reformation tied particularly this current in its theology back to Augustine.
See e.g. B.B. Warfield's Calvin and Augustine (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Company, 1956) .
6 "The Swiss writer Karl Barth is now virtually universally regarded as the greatest Protestant theologian of the twentieth century, and possibly since the Reformation"
(McGrath , Christian Th eology, p. 76). Cf. John Webster, Karl Barth (London: Continuum , 2000), p. I ; Webster claims that Barth is "the most important Protestant theologian
since Schleiermacher."
7 See Karl Barth's Die protestantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert (Ziirich: Theologischer Verlag , 1947/1952).
8 For succinct critical discussion on the definition and scope of natural theology, see
Stephen Spencer, "Is Natural Theology Biblical?" Grace Theological Journal , Vol. 9.1, pp.
59-62 ( 1988); cf. also John Macquarrie, "Natural Theology," in The Blackwell Encyclopedia
of Modern Christian Thought, ed. Alister McGrath (Oxford: Blackwell , 1993) , p. 402.
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But his theological positions , owing to their uncompromising nature, could be contentious. As we will see in this study, Barth famously
clashed with another Swiss neo-orthodox figure, Emil Brunner, over
just this range of issues. Their academic firefight, perhaps the most public and aggressive debate of its kind in contemporary theology, highlights key issues which arise from the very heart of the Swiss Reformed
tradition: Does humanity play any part at all in the knowing of God or
in the process of receiving divine grace? Is there no truth of God to be
found anywhere but in God's own direct revelatory acts? Is a human solely a broken and passive creature, completely and utterly transformed
by a sovereign act of divine power? Barth and Brunner offered what
may seem to be only slightly different answers to these questions , but
Barth 's castigation of Brunner's views turned out to be notably extreme .
This study aims to describe how it was not only the Reformed heritage
of Barth 's theology which occasioned his outrage, but also a vital and
contemporary problem for the church in his day: the rise of Nazism and
the compromise of many Christians in the face of it. Our task , then ,
will be primarily descriptive , seeking to unfold the intersecting layers
of high-level theological concern and historical circumstance that produced Barth and Brunner 's famous clash.

Barth's "Strange New World"
Barth was born in 1886, in Basel. His father taught theology in
various capacities, and the young Karl attended confirmation classes
gladly ; his family background and religious upbringing whetted his
burgeoning appetite for knowledge, and he resolved to study theology.9 His education took him variously to Bern, Berlin , TUbingen , and
Marburg (though he , somewhat infamously, never attained an earned
doctorate) . His theological development proceeded under the auspices of leading German Protestant scholars , such as Adolf von Harnack.
In the context of Barth's university years, theological liberalism held
sway. Throughout the foregoing two centuries, science and historical
criticism had brandished their axes in the shade of age-old doctrinal
axioms, chopping away at the mighty trees of supernaturalism , divine
9 Ederhard Busch , Karl Barth: His Life from Letters and Autobiographical Texts,
trans. John Bowden (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976) , 30-32. Also Webster, Karl Barth ,
pp. 2-3.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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transcendence, and the notion of an inspired canon of scripture. 10 In
short, the emergence of a critical historical consciousness, the success
of the sciences, and the march of secularism had rendered the Christian
faith moorless in the wide oceans of academic inquiry. 11 These momentous shifts in the bedrock of faith resulted primarily from a movement
away from a thick theocentrism (where God and God's revelation are
the sources and norms of all theological knowledge) to an express anthropocentrism (where the concerns of man and the discoveries of rational inquiry, apart from revelation, become directive). Roger Olson
sums up the implicit perspective of liberal Protestantism: "The human,
not God , stands at the center of the proud edifice of knowledge." 12
In the Christian past, it was humanity's brokenness, owing to their
sinful-or "fallen"-state, that inhibited them from knowing God on their
own; humans were seen as dependent on God for both true knowledge
and eternal salvation. But under neo-Protestantism-a common moniker
for the liberal-modernist line of thinking- such venerable notions are jettisoned; it is no longer solely by the gracious act of God that man could
gain knowledge of the divine, but rather "[there] is always something
which can be affirmed about man for which he is not with ultimate practical seriousness dependent upon God but which he himself brings , as
it were, in his own name and by his own right to the relations between
them." 13 A soaring optimism derived from human reason defined the neoProtestant tide in which Barth was academically immersed.
However, an intense period of intellectual discord lay just ahead
for him . Following university, he began serving as a pastor in the town

Along with the felling of these axioms, core doctrinal affirmations of Christianity were repudiated or severely redefined , e.g. Adam's transmission of original sin to all
humanity ; the virginal conception of Jesus ; the atoning death on the cross; the historical
resurrection of Jesus, etc.
11 Historical surveys of these developments are legion . The following are representative as well as general enough to be useful to the non-specialist; from a cultural
historical viewpoint, see Richard Tamas , The Passion of the Western Mind (New York:
Ballantine, 1991), pp . 248-354; Peter Watson, Ideas : A History of Thought and Invention
from Fire to Freud (New York: Harper, 2005), pp . 458-549; from an expressly theological
viewpoint, see William E. Placher, A History of Christian Theology (Philadelphia: Westminster Press , 1983), Chapters 15 and 17; Roger Olson, The Journey of Modem Theology
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic , 2013), pp. 31-211.
12 Ibid. , p. 98. Cf. also ibid ., pp. 72-97.
I ) Paul Lehmann , "Barth and Brunner: The Dilemma of the Protestant Mind ," The
of Religion,
Vol.ScholarsArchive,
20.2, p. 129 (April2015
1940).
Journal
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of Safenwil in the Swiss canton of Aargau. And it was here that the
rigors of pastoral care and intense engagement with the biblical texts
began to shake Barth to his core. The "bourgeois religious ethos of his
teachers" seemed to ring remarkably hollow outside the halls of the
great universities, 14 and he was "driven to rethink and challenge all that
he had been taught." 15 Barth's allegiance to liberal theology had started
to falter somewhat in previous years, owing to Barth's support for labor movements and socialism, 16 but now two colossal developments
forever confirmed his departure from this school of thought. First, in
plunging into the pastoral and kerygmatic study of the Bible, Barth famously claimed to uncover a "strange new world" there ,17 a world that
he described in increasingly ecstatic and radical terms, a "wild" and
"original" world that fundamentally overthrew any liberal attempt to
augment man and diminish God, or to seek out the divine and name it
in human terms. 18 The second development arose from the historical
circumstances surrounding the advent of the Great War, when many of
Barth's theological instructors "signed a declaration of support for the
Kaiser," 19 and thus, in Barth's eyes, unveiled the foundationally flawed
nature of their theology. Looking upon his teachers' glaring compromise with German imperialism, Barth found that he could "[no longer]
accept their ethics or dogmatics, their Biblical exegesis, their interpretation of history." 20
The impact of Barth's radical new orientation was first felt in the
publication of his book Der Romerbrief, a powerful commentary on
Webster, Karl Barth , p. 4.
Rodney Holder, The Heavens Declare: Natural Theology and the Legacy of Karl
Barth (West Conshohocken, PA: Templeton Press, 2012), p. 16 . See also Olson , Journey
of Modern Theology, p. 302.
16 "Barth 's liberal assurances were initially undermined by his exposure to the
Swiss social democratic movement, then at its height" (Webster, Karl Barth, p. 4); cf. also
Placher, History of Christian Theology, p. 292.
17 See Karl Barth , "The Strange New World Within the Bible ," in The Word of God
and the Word of Man, trans. D . Horton (Gloucester: Peter Smith , 1978) .
18 See e .g. Barth 's correspondence in this timeframe with his friend and fellow pastor Eduard Thurneysen in Revolutionary Theology in the Making, trans. James D. Smart
(John Knox Press, 1964), especially p. 43 (Barth to Thurneysen, Sept. 27, 1917).
19 Webster, Karl Barth , p. 4.
20 Barth, God, Gospel, and Grace, trans . James McNab , Scottish Journal of Theology Occasional Papers No. 8 (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1959), p. 57; also idem ., The
Humanity of God, trans . J.N. Thomas (Richmond: John Knox Press , 1960), p. 14. Cf.
Holder, Heavens Declare, p. 32.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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the book of Romans that emphasized in extremis the other-worldly and
untamable nature of the Christian faith :
The Gospel proclaims a God utterly distinct from men. Salvation comes to them from Him, because they are, as men, incapable of
knowing Him, and because they have no right to claim anything from
Him. The Gospel is not one thing in the midst of other things, to be
directly apprehended and comprehended . The Gospel is the Word of
the Primal Origin of all things, the Word which, since it is ever new,
must ever be received with renewed fear and trembling .21

The tone of the Romerbrief (in both its initial 1919 and heavily revised 1922 manifestations) is anti-liberal on every level, defying all notions which suppose divine revelation might be tamed by human standards
or pre-defined by the idealistic and idolizing power of human reason. 22

Dialectic Over Compromise
We see then that Barth's unique point of departure is an express
repudiation of any theology of compromise. Liberalism, in Barth's view,
had compromised the doctrinal core of the Christian faith, and thus found
itself easily compromised in the face of the Kaiser's war policies . And we
can see exactly what Barth thought bad been compromised when we look
again at a passage from the Romerbrief "Men hold the truth imprisoned
in unrighteousness.[ ... ] [They] become to themselves what God ought
to be to them. [ ... ] Forgetting the awful gulf by which they are separated
from Him, they enter upon a relation with Him which would be possible only if he were not God ."23 By ensconsing God within categories
of historical, scientific, or rational justification, liberal theology sets God
"in the midst of other things" as though he could be studied, probed,
measured, and declared in accordance with human intellect and wisdom.
For Barth, this will not do. His Reformed Swiss heritage blazes through
in his radical affirmation of the grace of God; God saves mankind be-

The Epistle to the Romans (Oxford University Press, 1968 ed.), p. 28.
Olson , Journey of Modern Theology, p. 303: "Throughout the commentary on
Romans [Barth] emphasized the otherness of God, the gospel as a message humans cannot
tell themselves , the difference between time and eternity and salvation as wholly a gift of
God that cannot be in any sense a human achievement."
23 Epistle to the Romans, p. 244.
Published
by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2015
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cause God is gracious; knowledge of God only comes through God's gracious revealing of himself. Because of the polarity between God and man
(rather than a continuum between them, as envisioned in liberal thought),
Barth's early theology promoted a dialectical method of doing theology;
this means that Barth proceeded with constant, oscillating attention paid
to two seemingly contradictory facts : the utter lostness of man and the
supreme majesty of God. Grace, for Barth, must be radical because of the
"infinite qualitative distinction" between God and man, a notion that he
takes up from Kierkegaard. 24 This vast gulf between sinful creature and
holy Creator, traversable only by divine grace, was, for Barth, "the theme
of the Bible and the essence of philosophy." 25
Though the commentary on Romans was a powerful opening volley for Barth 's assault on liberalism, his major contribution to Christian
thought is not solely polemical but also constructive. His neo-orthodox
commitments resuscitated many of the core themes of classic Reformed
theology, but did so in often startling new ways, combining tremendous
intellectual energy, a deep reading of pre-Enlightenment theology, and
soaring rhetoric that, especially later in Barth's career, turned more toward powerful descriptions and confessions of theological truth, rather
than defenses of it in the academic sense. 26 Around 1930, Barth moved
away somewhat from the harsh dialectical ism of his early theology, focusing more intently on the gracious acts of God toward humanity (as
attested in scripture) and less on the disjunction between the world and
God. It was following this more positive, analogical way of speaking
about God and humanity that Barth began work on his magnum opus,
the voluminous Church Dogmatics (Kirchliche Dogmatik). 21 This was
his systematic theology, covering all arenas of Christian doctrine , in
dialogue with both past thinkers and present concerns. And, though it
24 For more on Barth 's dialectical emphasis, and his indebtedness to Kierkegaard's
formulation of dialectic, see Olson , Journey of Modern Theology , p. 304; A. Crabtree ,
"Some Recent Trends in Swiss Theology," The Baptist Quarterly, Vol. 12 .5, p. 144 (January 1947); Helmut Gollwitzer, "Introduction," in Barth 's Church Dogmatics: A Selection,
trans. G.W. Bromiley (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), p. 8; Julia Watkin , Kierkegaard
(London : Continuum , 1997), pp . 99- 101.
25 Barth, Epistle to the Romans, p. 10.
26 Webster, Karl Barth , p . 7 .
27 Another key work which served as a turning point in these stages of Barth's career
was his book on Anselm of Canterbury, Fi des Quaerens lntellectum, trans. I.W. Robertson
(London : SCM Press , 1960) . The conversation surrounding the (continued on next page)
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was unfinished by the time of Barth 's death , the thirteen volumes of the

Dogmatics contain statements on Christology, the Trinity, the church,
and salvation that fundamentally recalibrated the discussion of those
doctrines by all subsequent theologians. 28
But alongside all such contributions to wider topics in Christian
theology, Barth's fundamental orientation concerning know ledge of God
remained forever colored by his strong reaction to liberalism's theological compromises . This is reflected immediately at the start of Volume
1 of the Dogmatics (appearing in 1932), for, rather than starting with
the standard prolegomena on epistemology or historical hermeneutics ,
Barth thunderously declares that theology need not (and, in fact , cannot) justify itself from any basis or foregoing commitments other than
the diligent proclamation of the acts of God and testimony to the "Word
of God ." 29 In many ways , this radical confessionalism freed theology
from the strictures of having to justify itself according to the academic
standards of worldly inquiry. However, Barth 's intense separation of
God from man, and thus of theology from any other form of academic
discourse, has sometimes been read negatively:
Prolegomena( discussion often seeks to construct a platform [outside theology - in history, philosophy, etc.] from which theology can
be launched[ .... ] Why does Barth refuse to travel this path? His refusal
has often been read as signaling theology 's withdrawal into a closed,
various "stages" of Barth 's theological development is quite academically cantankerous. This author follows the assessment of Swiss Catholic Hans Urs von Balthasar (The
Theology of Karl Barth , trans. J. Drury [New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston , 1971))
that Barth displays two prominent shifts in hi s theology: the first from liberalism to hi s
dialectical phase and the second from hi s more negative dialectics to his more constructive focus on analogy as a way of speaking about God . Barth himself seems to have
agreed with this delineation of his own theological career: see Barth , The Humanity of
God, pp. 44-45 . See also Olson's judicious di scuss ions of Barth 's development in Journey of Modern Theology, pp . 305n 12, 307n 15.
28 For instance, Karl Barth (along with the Catholic thinker Karl Rahner) is widely recognized for re-vivifying the doctrine of the Trinity, making it central to Christian
discourse in a manner virtually unprecedented in church history ; see Stanley Grenz,
Rediscovering the Triune God: The Trinity in Contemporary Theology (Minneapoli s:
Augsburg Fortress Press. 2004), Chapter 2; also Trinitarian Th eology After Barth , eds.
Myk Habets & Phillip Tolliday, Princeton Theological Monographs 148 (Euge ne, OR:
Wipf and Stock, 20 1 I).
29 See Barth , Church Dogmatics 1/1, section I and 2. Cf. also , Webster, Karl Barth ,
p. 53 ; Olson, Journey of Modern Theology, pp. 307-308; Holder, The Heavens Declare,
pp. 17-18
.
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isolated world-into what Barth himself rather troublingly called its
"self-enclosed circle" into which "there can be no entering ...from
without" ([CD] 1/1, p. 42). 30

The self-enclosed circle of theology remains closed for Barth because, in his perspective , the word of God does not refer to the words
of scripture itself (which would then be subject to textual and historical
science), but to "an act which God undertakes." 31 For Barth, there are no
conditions that humans can cultivate which make possible God's revelation; on their own, nothing of God can be known to them. For Barth ,
God is wholly self-revealing, meaning that God creates the conditions
for revelation as well as the possibility of even receiving that revelation .32 Again, we note the theme: it is wholly and solely God, in grace,
that makes knowledge of the divine possible.
Barth's radically stated perspective also, especially in the first volume of the Dogmatics, targeted "religion" and "natural theology," both
of which Barth saw as dangerous notions of humanity somehow domesticating God and acquiring knowledge of God through means other
than God's self-revelation. Barth famously and imperiously proclaimed
"Religion is unbelief." 33 But this extreme statement must be understood
by realizing that, for Barth, "religion" stands for the idolization of nondivine things; thus, in Barth's usage, religion stood for something that
historic Christian orthodoxy had opposed.
But in the case of "natural theology," Barth was confronting an
area of Christian thought with a powerful pedigree in the history of
the church. Natural theology, as we've noted , is simply the notion that
aspects of the knowledge of God (though far from complete or salvific) can be perceived and rationalized by human beings and seen in the
works of God, such as the design and sustenance of the created order.
Barth, however, rejected even this possibility, critiquing natural theology along the same strident lines that he criticized liberal theology :
Natural theology is the doctrine of a union of man with God
existing outside God 's revelation with Jesus Christ.[ .. .] [This] sphere

Webster, Karl Barth , p. 54; cf. also ibid., p. 51.
Ibid ., p. 55 .
32 Barth 's greatest exposition of this weighty theological points can be found in
Church Dogmatics , II/I, pp. 18-178.
33 CD 1/2 , pp . 297-325, esp. p. 299.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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arises and exists in the fact that man depends on himself over against
God. But this means that in actual fact God becomes unknowable to
him and he makes himself equal to God. For the man who refuses his
grace, God becomes the substance of the highest that [man] himself
can see, choose, create, and be . It is of this that he gives an account in
natural theology (CD II/I, p. 168) .34
Barth's maturing theology became increasingly stark in its articulations of these points. Because of man's fallen state, Barth denied the
possibility of any sort of "point of contact" that man possessed in-andof himself; God creates the receptivity to his revelation as a point of his
revelatory action.
As a leader of the counter-movement to liberal theology, Barth had
amassed a strong following of other, like-minded theologians. But his
resonant assault on the idea of any human receptivity, knowledge, ability
or operation in the process of seeking and knowing God would bring him
into sharp conflict with another Swiss neo-orthodox thinker. Emil Brunner, a longtime admirer and friend of Barth 's, rose to offer challenge,
claiming that, in this one aspect at least, Barth had gone too far .

.(nowledge, Nature, and Nein!
Brunner's disagreement with Barth simmered through the early
portions of their careers, mostly overshadowed by the many theological
points they had in common. J.E. Humphrey well sums the foundational
points of agreement between Brunner and Barth:
[The] fact that Holy Scripture alone is regarded as the source
and norm of the church's proclamation; that this proclamation is
understood as a message centering alone in the free and sovereign grace of God who comes with salvation to enslaved man;
that salvation is offered in the cross of Christ; that the Holy
Spirit enables the assimilation of the word of the cross; and that
Christian action on the part of the church and of the individual
believer is always under the primary command of God. 35

34

See further Holder, The Heavens Declare, p. 18 .

35 J.E. Humphrey, Emil Brunner (Waco, TX : Word , 1976), pp. 47-48.
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However, in the first chapter of Brunner's magisterial work on Christology, which first appeared in 1927, we can note a keen difference between Barth and Brunner's thoughts on the issue of "general revelation."
General revelation refers , theologically, to the notion that some knowledge of God could be gleaned from the created order, from humanity's
interiority (conscience, rationality), and from history itself. Of course, for
Barth, a rejection of natural theology means a rejection of general revelation-there is no revelation other than the specific self-revelation of God,
entirely within the gamut of God's sovereign grace; man sees nothing
of God on his own; man is utterly lost. Brunner would agree that God's
revelation is not to be found in "the human soul" but "this does not mean,
however, that the Christian faith altogether denies this idea of 'universal
revelation .... [and] this does not mean that it is unable to discern traces of
truth in all forms of religion and traces of God in all existence and in all
thought. "' 36 Brunner goes even further; in thick contrast to Barth's assessment of "religion as unbelief," he states that the unredeemed person
("natural man") does in fact possess truth, though that truth is "distorted."
With this affirmation Brunner could then claim, "No religion in the world,
even the most primitive, is without some elements of truth." 37 Brunner
attests that man's natural reason is able to achieve a knowledge of the
divine that he characterizes as a kind of "twilight knowledge." 38
Brunner should not be misunderstood. He overtly declares the supremacy and finality of true faith in Christ. Scattered elements of truth
may be blindfully stumbled upon by those lost in sin , but the only mediation of true saving grace and knowledge is through the specific time-andspace events constituting the life , teachings, death, and resurrection of
Jesus Christ.39 However, he also implied, even if only in the most limited
of senses, a co-operative or interlocking relationship between the natural
state of human consciousness and God's revelation: "The locus in which
revelation and the spirit of man meet each other ...consists in receptivity ...
The negative point of contact [Beriihrungspunkt] is a consciousness of
vital need which is at the same time a consciousness of guilt." 40

Brunner, The Mediator: A Study of the Central Doctrine of the Christian Faith,
trans . Olive Wyon (Philadelphia: Westminster Press , 1947) , pp . 30-32.
37 Ibid ., p. 39.
38 Ibid ., p. 151 .
39 This powerful agreement with historic Christian orthodoxy, as well as the Reformation principle of sofa gratia, makes up the thematic center of Brunner's book The Mediator.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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All of these affirmations-the scattered fragments of truth available to religion, sinful humanity, and the human consciousness aware
of its own guilt-seemed to Barth to verge on that very error which he
had dedicated himself to defeating: the combination of God's revelation
with an "and", that is, with something "in addition to" or "alongside it."
For Barth, anything supplementary to God's self-revelation, no matter
how fragmentary or distorted, was still a pivotal step down the road
of liberal neo-Protestantism or worse: "Even if we only lend our little
finger to natural theology, there necessarily follows the denial of the
revelation of God in Jesus Christ."41
Across various letters and publications, this disagreement between
Barth and Brunner grew to a steadily more feverish pitch between 1927
and 1934 . Their interactions tended to follow a pattern during this time:
Brunner would state his nuancing of his own position; Barth would critique this and claim it to be heading down a decidedly dangerous path;
Brunner would qualify and explicate further; 42 Barth would counter
that the qualifications do not matter because the orientation of Brunner's language and thought still pointed in the wrong direction (toward
a theology of "revelation-and-something else") .43 Throughout their discussions, Brunner extends the olive branch of peace and consistently
bemoans the "scandal" their quarrel has become in the wider world
of theology. 44 But in contrast to Brunner's insistence that "their views
are not that far apart," Barth declares that "what exists between us ...
is a question of an Either-Or, which one cannot remove by friendly
sentiments."45
40 Brunner, The Philosophy of Religion from the Standpoint of Protestant Theology,
trans. A.J.D . Farrer and Bertram Lee Woolf (New York: Scribners, 1937); cited in Hart,
Karl Barth vs . Emil Brunner, p. 82 .
41 CD 11/1 , p. 173.
42 A major factor in these correspondences, as we see throughout the presentation
by Hart in Barth vs. Brunner, is the interpersonal clash occasioned by "Barth 's bluntness
and Brunner's sensitivity" (Hart , 35(-36]). Brunner was often driven to respond to Barth
after Barth had felt he had concluded his piece on a matter, which would exasperate Barth
and drive him to pen replies which stung Brunner.
43 Beyond doubt , one of the most thorough and neutral recountings of these varied
correspondences and debates between Barth and Brunner is John W. Hart's Karl Barth
vs. Emil Brunner: The Formation and Dissolution of a Theological Alliance, /916-1936
(New York: Peter Lang, 2001), esp. pp . 81-169 .
44 Personal correspondence from Brunner to Barth; see Hart , Barth vs . Brunner,
148-150.
45 Personal
from Barth
to Brunner; Ibid ., 150 .
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In 1934 Brunner published a monograph entitled Natur und Gnade
[Nature and Grace] in which he sought to lay their debate out in the
open as clearly as possible. 46 He hoped to delineate his and Barth's differences of opinion, as well as set his own positions against the areas
where he thought that Barth had gone awry. It is clear that, though we
know from personal correspondence that Brunner found Barth's teaching against natural theology to be "not entirely biblical and ... not entirely Reformed," he hoped the publication would allow for some form of
reconciliation ("co-partnership" and "fellowship") between Barth and
himself, so that they might be able to "struggle" together for the sake of
the biblcal message. 47 Despite Brunner's hopes, this was not to be the
case. The publication of Nature and Grace set off the most explosive
stage in the Barth-Brunner controversy.
The monograph is not very long, and its goals are simple enough:
it sets out to describe six allegedly incorrect theses of Barth and counter them with six theses of Brunner's own. For the purposes of this
exposition, we will only have space to examine theses (and counters)
1 , 2, and 5. We can list these in short enough order:
(1) Barth's Position: "The image of God in which [mankind]

was created is obliterated entirely." 48
Brunner's Counter-Position: The image of God has two aspects: "one formal and one material." The material aspect refers
to man's standing before God and true knowledge of God; this has
been lost by the fall into sin. 49 But the formal aspect remains. The
formal aspect refers to humanity 's unique ability to be spoken to
and communicated with, and it also refers to humanity's capacity for responsibility. Since a human subject can be addressed by
God, it can receive God 's revelatory communication (something
that non-human animals cannot do). 50
46 An English translation of Brunner's monograph , as well as Barth 's reply to it , are
now happily found in a single volume: Natural Theology: Comprising 'Nature and Grace '
by Professor Dr. Emil Brunner and the reply 'No!' by Dr. Karl Barth , trans . P. Fraenkel
(Eugene , OR: Wipf & Stock , 2002 ed.). Footnoted references to these texts will be designated simply and separately as Nature and Grace and "No!".
47 Personal correspondence from Brunnerto Barth, in Hart, Barth vs. Brunner, p. 150.
48 "Nature and Grace," p. 20.
49 See Humphrey's exposition of Brunner 's theological anthropology, Emil Brunner, pp . 66-69 .
50 Ibid ., pp . 23-24.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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(2) Barth's Position: "[Every] attempt to assert a 'general revelation' of God in nature , in the conscience and in history, is to
be rejected outright." 51
Brunner's Counter-Position: "The world is a creation of God.
In every creation the spirit of the creator is in some ways recognizable. The artist is known by all his works . . ..Wherever
God does anything , he leaves the imprint of his nature upon what
he does. Therefore the creation of the world is at the same time
a revelation, a self-communication of God. The same is true of
what is usually called 'conscience ' .. ." 52
(5) Barth's Position: There is no "point of contact [within humanity] for the saving action of God . For this would contradict
the sole activty of the saving grace of Christ , which is the centre
of the theology of the Bible and the Reformation ."53
Brunner's Counter-Position: "No one who agrees that only human subjects but not sticks [sic] and stones can receive the Word
of God and the Holy Spirit can deny that there is such a thing as a
point of contact for the divine grace of redemption. This point of
contact is the formal imago Dei [image of God] .. . [the] capacity
for words [Wortmachtigkeit] and responsibility." 54
Analyzing the theses indicates quite clearly that (1) and (5) are essentially related to a single issue: the image of God in man. This leaves
(2) to shoulder the question of God's revelation in nature , conscience,
etc . In short , what we have here , between Barth and Brunner, are the
questions we started with in our brief glance at Calvin and Reformed
thought: Does man receive God 's grace, or must God receive it for him?
Is God only knowable through direct acts of gracious revelation , or can
knowledge of him be gained through other means as well? The Swiss
Ibid ., p. 20 .
Ibid ., pp . 24-25. Cf. Brunner's very similar early discourse in The Mediator, esp.
pp . 30-33 and footnotes. Brunner is also very careful at this point in Nature and Grace
to indicate that "the revelation in creation is not sufficient" for salvation, and that sinful
humanity takes that natural revelation and twists it into idolatrous forms of worship; thus
onl y true (that is, corrected) natural knowledge of God can be found once one has been
saved by Christ and become a part of his church (pp. 26-27) .
53 Ibid. , p. 21.
54 Ibid ., p.by
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inheritance in theology, especially in its Reformed manifestations , is
hugely centered upon and colored by these queries.
What, then, did Barth have to say to these points by Brunner? Brunner expressed trepidation about Barth's reaction to Nature
and Grace, especially when he did not see any kind of immediate
response from Barth. 55 They exchanged some tense letters, one of
which Barth concluded with, "Humanly-speaking as before , with
sincere greetings, but theologically-speaking with the deepest imaginable concerns." 56 Then came Barth's formal published reply, sporting quite possibly the shortest title in the history of theological writing: "Nein!" ("No!").
Barth's aggressive response refuses any real stage of debate, for
he does not even want to accept the theses that Brunner ascribed to him
in Nature and Grace. (Barth does not directly deny the theses, however,
and he certainly does not agree with any of Brunner's counter-theses.)
Rather, Barth wants to stand above the whole discussion; for him, natural theology is not even really worthy of being discussed and debated by
"true theologians." With characteristic austerity Barth proclaims
By ' natural theology ' I mean every (positive or negative) formulation of a system which claims to be theological , i.e. to interpret
divine revelation , whose subject, however, differs fundamentally
from the revelation in Jesus Christ and whose method therefore differs equally from the exposition of Holy Scripture .57

Jesus Christ and Holy Scripture-these are the central lynchpins
around which all theological statements must revolve for Barth. By
making this initial statement about himself and his theological method,
Barth writes as though he has removed himself from any possible critique along the lines that Brunner presents. He is then content to simply
assail Brunner's counter-theses.
Barth's strategy for dismantling Brunner 's vision is to claim that,
from a Reformed theological perspective, each one of the counter-theses jeopardizes a properly radical perspective on divine grace. Any hint
of any human contribution or co-working with God , either in the course
Hart , Barth vs. Brunner, pp. 153-154.
Personal correspondence from Barth to Brunner, in ibid ., p. 156.
57 Barth , " ' No! ' Reply to Emil Brunner," pp. 74-75. Cf. Hart , Barth vs. Brunner,
pp. 157-158 .
55

56
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of knowing God or salvation,58 is wholly unacceptable. Concerning (J ),
"Barth thinks that either the formal/material distinction is irrelevant or
it leads to a human contribution to salvation." 59 What does this mean?
Brunner has affirmed, along with Calvin, that man is a sinner throughand-through and can do nothing for his salvation. For Barth, however,
anything, even a merely formal human capacity, that is anterior to the
gracious, saving act of God is the equivalent to a "contribution" to their
salvation. Barth claims that when Brunner talks about humanity's Wortmiichtigkeit [capacity for words], which is the "formal aspect" of the
imago Dei, Brunner is implying that this is actually a capacity for revelation [Offenbarungsmiichtigkeit] .60 Barth is not saying that a communicative and rational ability does not distinguish man from the animals;
of course it does. But being distinguished from the animals by such
a capacity does not mean that man is suited to receive God's revelation because of that capacity: "Even as a sinner man is man and not a
tortoise. But does that mean that his reason is therefore more 'suited'
for defining the nature of God than anything else in the world?" 6 1 It is
along these same lines that Barth attacks Brunner's notion of a "point of
contact" -the idea of the communicative capacity being what allows a
person to receive God's revelation. To Barth, this is either nonsensical
or else it is "a remainder of some original righteousness, an openness
and readiness for God" which would contravene the proper teaching on
humanity's enslavement to sin and thus undermine the singularity of
divine grace. 62
When it comes to discussing the knowledge of God in creation,
Barth notes keenly that Brunner had failed to explicate in what sense
58 It is important to recognize that in Reformed Protestant traditions , the "noetic
effects" of sin make true knowledge of God tantamount to salvation, and vice versa. Only
the saved person knows God . For a recent examination of Reformed objections to natural
theology (although almost purely from an epistemological angle) see Michael Sudduth,
The Reformed Objection to Natural Theology (Burlington , VA & Surrey, UK: Ashgate
Publishing , 2013) .
59 Hart , Barth vs . Brunner, p. 158.
60 Barth , "No! ", pp. 79-80 .
6 1 Ibid., p. 79.
62 Ibid ., pp . 88-89 . Joan O'Donovan has also summed this point well: "Brunner,
as Barth is quick to notice , is unable to sustain his formal definition of person, being
compelled by his dialectic of nature and grace to elaborate the formal imago in terms of
material capacities of knowing God 's nature and will" ("Man in the Image of God: The
Disagreement Between Barth and Brunner Reconsidered ," Scottish Journal of Theology,
Published
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God might be known in this way. Barth thinks that either the person is
knowing only an idol, which is not knowledge of God at all, or they
would be knowing God, and this they would be doing apart from grace,
thus endangering a proper view of gracious salvation yet again!
Barth believes [this part of Brunner's argument] validates his
suspicion of Brunner's material/formal distinction: what the natural
person will "somehow" know by herself is either her own projections
or else the true God. If it is the true God (as Brunner intends), even if
this knowledge is darkened by sin, this means that there are two kinds
of revelation, one with and the other without the Holy Spirit.63

The only other option from this compromise of grace would be
that what is perceived in nature is only a hugely distorted knowledge of
God, and this, says Barth, would mean that "the God revealed in nature
is not known to , but rather is very much hidden from man . What would
then become of the theologia naturalis?"64

Conflict in Context-Reformed Heritage and the Rise of Hitler
In short, to every stage of Brunner's "ands" (God's revelation in
Jesus Christ and general revelation in creation and humanity 's Wortmachtigkeit), Barth issues an emphatic nein! Though Brunner had at
no point indicated any sort of desire to compromise the Reformed understanding of Christian salvation, this was the crime with which Barth
continuously charged him.
The debate has been evaluated variously in the decades since,
with many commentators seeing Brunner as too lacking in clarity and
Barth as too abundant in criticism. But far from wanting to posit a
suggestion on whether Barth or Brunner had the better theological
position , this paper sees their famous debate as a key illustration of
an explosive intersection between two strands in Swiss theological
history. The first concerns the more distant past; as alluded to at the
beginning of the paper, it is the heritage of uncompromisi ng Reformed
theology. This is the one we have seen exemplified throughout the
study thus far. But there is something more at play in the conflict
between Barth and Brunner, and this second element concerns the far
61

Hart, Barth vs . Brunner, p. 159.

64 Barth , "No! " , p. 81.
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more immediate past-the rise of Hitler and Christian complicity with
Nazism . In many senses, Barth and Brunner's conflict, and the sometimes hyper-aggressive tenor of it, cannot be understood without both
these backgrounds.
John Calvin's theological legacy is both rich and embattled. Doctrines like double-predestination 65 and God's causing and directing of
painful events for the sake of a mysterious providential plan 66 can certainly occasion critique from other schools of theology. But Calvin's
critics too often neglect his chief concern, which was, to a large extent,
the graciousness and glory of God. 67 The logic of this core Christian
tenet underlies practically all of Calvinism's unique formulations, even
in their more radical forms . The thinking goes that the more we acknowledge our helplessness to do anything, or possess anything, or
know anything , that contributes to our salvation, then the more God's
grace in saving us is to be praised and the more God's glory can be seen
in its fullest majesty. Barth's reaction to Brunner, as we clearly saw,
continuously directed attention to this central theological fulcrum: God
saves us, and he needs nothing from us to do so. 68 In a sense, then, their
debate (at least in Barth's view) both hinged upon and illustrated this
key and distinctive emphasis of Reformed thought and Swiss theological history.

See John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. by John T. McNeill;
trans . from 1559. Lat. ed. by Ford Lewis Battles (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press ,
1960), Volume 3:23.
66 Ibid ., Volume 1:211-12. Cf. The Westminster Confession, 5:4.
67 In many senses, he is unified with Augustine in this orientation: "Both Augustine
and Calvin were filled with the sense of sin and their complete dependence upon God for
salvation . Their whole attitude was that of the publican : ' God have mercy on me a sinner" (J. Marcellus Kik , "Foreword," in Warfield, Calvin and Augustine, p. vi). Cf. also the
recent study by Billy Kristiano, Soli Dei Gloria: The Glory of God in the Thought of John
Calvin (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 2011).
68 Barth employs an extended metaphor which well illustrates the doctrinal importance of this . Barth pictures a man drowning who lacks any ability whatsoever to
swim (representing helpless, sinful humanity) . A competent swimmer (representing
God) dives in and pulls him to the surface-the salvific act here is purely gracious and
solely dependent on the competent swimmer. Reflecting on Brunner 's arguments about
human capacity, Barth asks. " Has not Brunner added to 'man 's capacity for revel ation,'
to what we have been assured is purely 'formal,' something very material : man 's practically proved ability to know God , imperfectly it may be , but nevertheless really and
therefore surely no without relevance to salvation? Perhaps he can swim a little after
all?"
("No!", p.by
82).
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But finally, and importantly, we turn our attention to the immediate
cultural context of the Brunner-Barth debate. It is hugely significant that
the zenith of their quarrel emerged concurrently with Barth's continuous denouncements against the group called the "German Christians,"
referring to those Christian leaders and thinkers in Germany who had
not opposed the rise of Hitler and who had accepted Nazi and nationalist
German ideology as a fitting partner for the revelatory content of Christianity.69 The existence of such a historical movement, of unity between
Nazism and avowed Christianity, may still drive contemporary readers
to incredulity. 70 It was, in every way, the fullest expression of a "theology of compromise," the kind so despised by Barth . Trumping both
neo-Protestantism and its assorted compromises, the German Christians
in one of their earliest official documents dedicated themselves to "the
overthrow of humanitarianism born of the Judaic-Marxist spirit ... the
emphasizing of a militant faith in the service of our God-given German
nationality ... the purification and preservation of the race .. . the inculcation of a new spirit into our Church leaders ...." 7 1 Barth was enraged
and horrified by these "Christian" statements and thereafter drafted what
came to be known as the Barmen Declaration, one of the great examples
of a status confessionis in recent history.72 Barth avowed, in the Declaration's very first proposition, that "We reject the false doctrine that
the Church could and should recognize as a source of its proclamation ,
beyond and besides this one Word of God, yet other events, powers,
historic figures, and truths as God's revelation." 73 A whole body of protesting pastors and theologians (which came to be known as the ConThe writings on the emergence of the German Christian movement during the
Third Reich are legion . A straightforward historical introduction is Waldemar Gurian 's
Hitler and the Christians (New York: Sheed & Ward, 1981 [reprint]), originally published
in Germany under the title Der Kampf um die Kirche im Dritten Reich. On the German
Christians , see especially Gurian , pp . 67-104
70 Incredulity aside, the historical realities are undeniable. Recent significant accounts of the level of theological compromise and complicity can be found in Doris Bergsen, Twisted Cross: The German Christian Movement in the Third Reich (Chapel Hill :
University of North Carolina Press, 1996) and Betrayal: German Churches and the Holocaust, eds. R. Erickson & S. Heschel (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Press, 1999) .
71 Gurian , Hitler and the Christians, p. 69 (extracts from Christliche Welt, 1932 ,
"Directions Regarding Ecclesiastical Affairs").
72 See Kairos : Three Prophetic Challenges to the Church, edited by R.M. Brown
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), pp. 7-8.
73 Kairos, p. 156. The full text of the Declaration can be found in Appendix C. in
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/4
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fessing Church) adopted this Barthian manifesto, and in so doing they
stood over and against the appropriation of Christianity by the German
Christians, maintaining that God's church was solely under the lordship
of Jesus Christ and subject only to the revelation of God. 74
Barth interpreted the statement himself (in Barmen on January 6) as being not so much an attack on the German-Christians as a
statement against the persistent error tempting the Protestant church
throughout its history-the temptation to place a second authority
alongside God's revelation in Scripture.75
The importance of this cannot be overstated for the Barth-Brunner
debate, for Brunner's Nature and Grace emerged during the same year
that the Barman Declaration was drafted and adopted. Brunner's monograph also received a relatively warm reception from many German
Christian theologians, a fact not lost on Barth, who viewed it as the
absolute worst indication of guilt by association. With these elements
of the contemporary situation laid out before us , there is no longer any
mystery behind Barth's aggression toward Nature and Grace . He sees
in it all manner of hints and trajectories that lead, in his mind, inexorably to compromise, at a time when just such compromise was raging
throughout the land of Germany. 76 Barth in fact confesses this much
right at the beginning of "Nein!":
The reason why I must resist Brunner so decidedly is that I am
thinking of the future theology of compromise, that I regard him as
its classical precursor, and that I have heard the applause with which
all who are of a like mind have greeted his essay, Nature and Grace.
[ ... ] [The] applause of the 'German Christians' and their ilk ... should
convince [Brunner] that I am not wantonly branding him a heretic, but
this is really how the matter stands .77

74 See Hart, Barth vs. Brunner, pp . 143-149; further Gurian, Hitler and the Christians , pp. 106-109.
75 Ibid. , p. 148.
76 Cf. Barth's protracted discussion here in CD 11/1 , pp . 172-178 , where he discusses both the German Christian movement and the Barmen Declaration retrospectively,
binding together very tightly the notions of natural theology and non-Christian ideology.
He essentially declares that the former is the necessary door through which the latter must
enter in order to corrupt the church , and even goes so far as to claim that "the demand [of
German Christians] to recognize" Hitler was a " new form of natural theology" (p . 173).
77 Barth ,by
" No!
", pp.
69( ...]90 .
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Conclusion: Barth's "Sentry Duty"
Theologians and historians alike have constantly and zealously
examined the Barth-Brunner argument of 1934, and it should be easy
to see why. Theologians detect in their feud the constant issues which
attend core theological intuitions, especially those of Calvinism and the
Swiss Reformed tradition . Historians, of course, appreciate the powerful ways in which the contextual situation colored the energy and mood
of their theological exchange. 78 Brunner, early on in Nature and Grace ,
commented on Barth's tone toward other theologians, which could be
persecutorial at times, writing that Barth was like a "loyal soldier on
sentry duty at night, who shoots everyone who does not give him the
password as he has been commanded, and who therefore from time to
time also annihilates a good friend whose password he does not hear or
misunderstands in his eagerness."79 Several years later, Brunner would
remark quite lucidly on Barth's radical appropriation of the Reformers,
saying that Barth attributed to them an opposition to natural theology
that they themselves never actually espoused,80 and there seems to be
more than a grain of truth to this observation by Brunner. But from our
perspective today, the "sentry duty" of Barth is far more interesting,
and far more illustrative, simply taken as it appears at this stage in his
theological career. A Swiss theologian, Barth guarded the core of his
understanding of Christianity in service to both the past , in a Calvinistic
reverence for radical grace, and the present, as the spokesman for the
Confessing Church against the compromise of Nazism.

Bryan College

78 It should be noted that we are not here claiming that Barth 's reply to Brunner was
simpl y contextual, or that he was "venting" on Brunner his anger at the German Christians , or anything else so simplistic . James Barr, in his Gifford Lectures , gives the appropriate nuance: "[It] is wrong to suppose that Barth's polemic against natural theology was
conditioned purely by the political controversies. I am sure this is not so. All I suggest is
that these political circumstances acted as catalyst for the theological disagreement which
soon broke out" (Biblical Faith and Natural Theology [Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993],
p. 10n 10) , quoted in Holder, Heavens Declare, p. 35.
79 "Nature and Grace ,'' p. 16.
80 See Reason and Revelation , trans. Olive Wyon (Philadelphia: Westminster Press ,
1946) , 61-62, and the footnotes . Brunner had noticed that Barth himself confessed to
going beyond the Reformers in "No!", of which see pp. 102-109.
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